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The Survey Details

WHAT An observational survey to measure child

restraint (CR) use for children ages 0 through 7

(CR = child safety seat or seat belt use) 

WHERE Childcare and shopping centers in 14 TX cities

WHO Observations are made by TTI staff trained to 

identify child passenger safety use and misuse



CR usage sample is from zip 

codes throughout the 14 

cities that we try to keep 

consistent from year to 

year.  

Different # of childcare 

sites and shopping sites 

by city 

Number of data points 

per city and total across 

cities vary

In 2021 
12,797 total 
children were 
observed



Interactions with the Childcare Centers

Phone call to schedule and obtain permission to survey on the property

Heads-up letter

Follow-up thank you letter

1

2

3

What happens if they have closed down, or tell us no?



2 Survey Methods:

1
Childcare Centers/

Preschools

Student Drop-off and
Pick-up Times

2
Shopping Centers

Throughout the city during the 
middle of the day



Are they 
restrained?

Type of 
Restraint?

Is there 
misuse?

Provide 
Observations

How old are 
they?

How old are 
they?

Is there 
misuse?

Categorize 
Misuse

How old are 
they?

How old are 
they?

How old are 
they?

YES NO

NONO YESYES

CHILD
SAFETY SEAT

VEHICLE
SEAT BELT

Misuse is a rough estimate 
(especially at shopping sites), 
but we have reasonably good 
confidence in the use versus 

non-use percentages.



Tapping Into and Addressing Reasons for
Child Safety Seat Non‐Use in Texas

“Tapping”

Special purpose survey to learn 
more about those who don’t use 
car seats or seat belts while also 
distributing outreach materials.



Fact Sheet and Other 
Outreach Materials

Identifying
Non-Users

Site Selection and 
Recruitment

Data Collection

Tapping Into and Addressing Reasons for
Child Safety Seat Non‐Use in Texas

• Lit Review used to develop 
a fact sheet to address what 
is currently cited as reasons 
for non-use

• Local CSS information and 
Resources

• TxDOT PI&E

• Bilingual Materials





Tapping Into and Addressing Reasons for
Child Safety Seat Non‐Use in Texas

Fact Sheet and Other 
Outreach Materials

Identifying
Non-Users

Site Selection and 
Recruitment

Data Collection

• Utilized the 14-city 
statewide survey to zero in 
on low use areas

• Approached 
establishments we thought 
would cater to the desired 
demographics with high 
likelihood of having kids 
riding in vehicles



Tapping Into and Addressing Reasons for
Child Safety Seat Non‐Use in Texas

Fact Sheet and Other 
Outreach Materials

Identifying
Non-Users

Site Selection and 
Recruitment

Data Collection

• What would be the 
protocol for best identifying 
non-users?

• How to sensitively 
approach them about 
participating in the survey?

• How to distribute the 
outreach materials?



Tapping Into and Addressing Reasons for
Child Safety Seat Non‐Use in Texas

Fact Sheet and Other 
Outreach Materials

Identifying
Non-Users

Site Selection and 
Recruitment

Data Collection

• What questions to ask?

• Who to ask?

• Survey Method?

• Paper Survey

• Phone Interview

• Online Survey

• Compensation



Challenges and Considerations



Challenges and Considerations



• Caregivers who were not wearing a seatbelt themselves 
were more likely to have children in their vehicle 
unrestrained than those who wore their seat belt.

• When identified non-users were asked why their child 
was not using a safety seat and/or seat belt, the most 
often selected answers were that the child or children 
were old enough to use a seat belt instead, or they were 
riding safely in the back seat.

• Similarly, when asked about reasons of past non-use, the 
results indicate non‐use based on a perception that a 
seat is not needed, the child is old enough to use a seat 
belt, or the child is safe in the back seat.

• Selected reasons for acceptable child seat non‐use most 
often were for short drives or when using a vehicle seat 
belt instead of a booster seat with older children (5‐9 
years old).

Things we’ve learned so far…



Child Safety Seat Non-Users were more likely to:

• be younger than 21 or between 30 and 50 years, and

• have less than or a high school education.

Child Safety Seat Non-Users were:

• less likely to be the parent or grandparent of the 
unrestrained child in the vehicle, and 

• more likely to be a sibling or other relative than the CSS 
users on survey day.

The trip the Non-Users made on the day of the survey was:

• made less often or only very occasionally, and 

• was a longer trip than for those using car seats on survey 
day.

Other Noteworthy Trends



Rod Cavness

Roadside Observation 
Survey Methods



Staff Training



Occupant Protection Surveys



Nighttime Surveys



Mobile Device Surveys

To measure cell phone use, 

texting and other types of 

mobile communication 

device (MCD) use in Texas

To provide descriptive 

data on MCD use and 

characteristics of users



Driver
holding  phone

to their ear while 
driving

Driver holding a phone and talking into 

or appears to be listening to phone.

Driver speaking into headset with 

microphone.

Driver
speaking with

visible headsets on 
while driving

Driver reading or typing on any 

handheld electronic device.

Driver
manipulating

hand-held device
while driving



Rick Lloyd

Texas Attitude and 
Awareness Survey



• Commissioned by TxDOT since 2010

• Tracks:

1) driver attitudes

2) driver awareness of traffic safety programs

• Core questions recommended by NHTSA

• Questions consistent from year to year & somewhat consistent 
from state to state.

Introduction



• Knowledge of traffic safety laws

• Self-reported driving behavior

• Perception of increased enforcement and likelihood of 
sanctions 

• Awareness of enforcement and publicity around safety 
initiatives

• Campaign recognition

Focus



Method

• Sample size is 2,400+

• 2010 – 2019: Intercept Survey

• 2020 – Present: Online Survey



2021 Results



83.0%
11.3%

5.1%

Correct Answer

Incorrect Answer

Not Sure

Q: What is the current law in Texas for seat belt use?



67.6%

16.1%

16.4%
Correct Answer

Incorrect Answer

Not Sure

Q: What is the current law in Texas on texting and 

driving?



53.7%

24.6%

21.7%

Correct Answer

Incorrect Answer

Not Sure

Q: In Texas, you are legally intoxicated when your BAC 

is a minimum of?



Knowledge of Move Over Law Components



Traffic Safety Campaign Message Recognition



In recent months, have you read, seen or heard anything about 

seat belt law enforcement by police?



What do you think the chances are of getting a ticket if you don’t 

wear your seatbelt?



In the past 30 days, have 

you read, seen or heard 

anything about speed 

enforcement by police?

What do you think the 

chances are of getting 

a ticket if you drive 

over the speed limit?



How often do you use seat belts when you drive or ride in a car, 

van, SUV or pickup?



On a local road with a speed limit of 30 mph, how often do you 

drive faster than 35 mph?



On a road with a speed limit of 70 mph, how often do you drive 

faster than 75 mph?



TxDOT Region Map

86.0%

90.0%

83.0%

87.0%

75.0%

80.0%

85.0%

90.0%

95.0%

North South East West

How often do you use seat belts 

when you drive or ride in a car, van, 

SUV or pickup? (answered Always)



Neal Johnson

Traffic Safety Behavior 
Survey Findings



• Statewide Seatbelt Use – 2021:
• 89.8% Total
• 89.8% Driver
• 89.6% Front Passenger

• Urban Area Seatbelt Use – 2021:
• 88.3% Total
• 88.2% Driver
• 88.8% Front Passenger

Daytime Seatbelt Use



Front Seat Occupant Restraint Use by Year



• 78.2% Total
• 77.8% Drivers
• 79.8% Front Passengers
• Seatbelt use generally 

decreases in the hours 
after midnight

Nighttime Seatbelt Use

80.3%

75.1%

82.6%

75.7%

50.0%

55.0%

60.0%

65.0%

70.0%

75.0%

80.0%

85.0%

90.0%

95.0%

100.0%

Before Midnight After Midnight

Driver

Passenger



How does seatbelt use change from before, during and after the 
enforcement window?

April & May 2022
Comparison
• Small increase in driver

seatbelt use (0.3%)
• Larger increase in front

passenger seatbelt use
(1.6%)

• Overall increase of 0.5%

Click It or Ticket

88.0%

87.0%

87.8%

88.3%
88.6%

88.3%

86.0%

86.5%

87.0%

87.5%

88.0%

88.5%

89.0%

Driver Passenger Total

April May



Observed Child Restraint Use in TX over Time



Observing Misuse

• Child not strapped into the seat
• Child in the wrong type of 

restraint for their age/size
• Loose harness or bundling
• Incorrect belt, harness straps, 

and/or chest clip positioning
• Loose and/or incorrect seat 

installation



Mobile Communication Device Use



Mobile Communication Device Use - Urban



College Station – Hands Free Ordinance



Questions?


